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About This Game

Are you ready to explore the underworld and kill hundreds of monsters and demons in the process? Masked Forces 2: Mystic
Demons is here to offer you the ultimate, most interesting and fun monster killing experience that you ever had.

In this game you will be able to encounter a wide variety of mystic enemies that you have to eliminate as you reach your goal:
demons, dragons, monsters, skeletons and other creatures.

Masked Forces 2: Mystic Demons has a wonderful RPG system that allows you to acquire more gear, level up and kill even
more monsters as you see fit.

Do you need more weapons? As you play, you will get to unlock more of them.

Play missions or create your own custom game from different gameplay scenarios.
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was a ok experience the animated trees look to cartoonish didnt feel like i was riding a real coaster could be im getting used to
the vr motions. im going to recommend it on bases if your new to vr you can get that roller coaster feel. and its way cheaper than
the better counter part no limits.. tl;dr: nice idea, but the concepts aren't working out.

The game needs a total redesign in:

1. how long ship parts are effective and reward a well built ship
2. the general game mode. It's done in under half an hour atm. Not OK! Think of Bosses and infinite Modes!

It's fun in general. Nice idea and some nice tries, but after a maximum of 5h this game is just plain boring. I get that it still is in
early access, but the general concept of this game wont make it work out any better. It's barely any fun replaying this game after
having seen every weapon once. There aren't many, and even if there were a lot more, they don't motivate to build any real ship.
Simple designs triumph rly badly over the more complex ones, since you have to rebuild your ship every minute and you don't
have a lot of time to do so. Even if u had, ur ship parts lose any value they had upon the next level.. Need more VR games like
this. Note I have never played this solo, but if you have a friend this is an absolute blast. It starts off slow but you'll be panicking
in no time.. I recommend this game ONLY to people who love Guilty Gear. If you're just getting into the series, please for the
Love of God start with Xrd or Accent Core.

This game is a 100% port of the original Guilty Gear for the PS1, and being a direct port is both it's greatest strength and flaw.
It's a tough as nails fighter with mechanics that were questionable even during it's release back in 1998. For example, you have
two health bars per round, once one goes away you can just spam your Overdrive move an unlimited amount of times.
Testament has a poison mechanic here that he has in other games, but the poison doesn't stop at the magic pixel, it flat out KO's
you. The dust and instant kill mechanics that are popular in the series work VERY different here. There isn't a dedicated dust
button but there also isn't a dedicated way to perform them, like pressing both Slash and Heavy Slash worked on X. Some
character moves seem to do it on their own (I've seen May's somersault move hit me with a Dust) In every game after this one,
an Instant Kill only gave you a round. If you missed your instant kill, you lost your entire super meter and couldn't instant kill
for the rest of the round This game? You press Punch and Kick at the same time, hit the opponent, then if you input hadouken
before the victim breaks free, you win the whole fricken match. If your opponent breaks free you can just freely try throwing
out your instant kill to win again. Be warned, you can just as easily lose both rounds. This game is the only one in the franchise
in which the AI also throws out Instant Kills. You still have your unlockable Justice, Testament and Baiken, however, just like
the original release, you can ONLY use them in 2 player VS matches. This game unlike the future installments, does not feature
a free battle mode to fight against a CPU opponents and lacks online multiplayer. The game loads very fast to the point where
you can barely see the VS Screen with their movelist, thankfully pausing in this game lets you bring up your character's move
list.

This game has a lot of charm and is still impressive to see how the Guilty Gear franchise started. However, it isn't the best if
you're just looking to get into the series. I only wish there was at least online multiplayer, maybe in future update? Regardless,
this game is still well worth checking out if you love classic fighting games.

Pros:
+ Amazing Soundtrack by Daisuke Ishiwatari.
+ Diverse cast, no one plays alike.
+ Fast game play and loads very quickly.

Cons:
- No Online Multiplayer
- Can't use unlockable characters outside of two players. Can be fun if you have alot of time on your hands. But the gameplay
can get pretty boring fast, it is alot of waiting and i mean alot of waiting

There is alot of missing featurs as well and the Dev team seems to focus on the wrong thing to fix. the game has potetional but if
it's gonna take as long as day z to be finnished then i feel like they are focusing on the entrily wrong. the dev team needs to
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focus on one thing at the time instead of focusing of all the things.. This game is really fun and alot of people I show this game
to think the same. The gameplay is nice and retro and the misic is awsome even though the game it self is not hard if that is what
you are looking for. The story if funney to hear and even better to play in.. What can i say, I have been playing Trackmania
from day 1 with TMO right through to this new updated versin Maniaplanet 4
I will always love the trackmania games and even with all the problems i have had and still having some with this update i WILL
still be playing, Nadeo are working to sort this all out and with lagoon less than 2 weeks from now im sure it will all be sorted by
then.
Spent many many many hours playing both TMUF and TM2 and plan to spend many many more hours playing chatting to
friends and having fun.
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Review originally posted here[www.backlog-assassins.net].

7/10

This one was cuuuute!

I messed up somewhat on delegating it by genre - this isn’t a visual novel! It’s an RPGmaker puzzle game. Regardless, I enjoyed
my time spent with it.

In Trick & Treat, you play as Amelia. She and her (girl)friend Charlotte leave the house to go trick or treating for Halloween.
But the town is decorated too scary… so they decide to hit up the spooky house in the woods instead! Inside, Charlotte and
Amelia get separated, and Amelia has to explore the house to track her down.

The game walks the line between scary and cutesy very well, with little touches that are very nice. For example, every carpet in
the game is soaked with blood, so when Amelia walks on them they squish. The puzzles can get a little weird and esoteric, but
not any outrageous moon logic is in play. And, best of all, the game has a happy, adorable true ending.

It’s short, it’s cute, it’s free. RPGmaker games can alternatively repulse or endear me, and this game definitely endeared me.
They’ve released a prequel for this game which is going right on my wishlist (or I’m downloading it right away, I don’t know if
it’s free or not.).. Fallout 4 in a nutshell:
  KILL
  LOOT
  RETURN. I just forgot i got Outrunner 2 and now there are 3 of them? Man you are absolutely savage, btw i love you.. I've
struggled with this review. A lot. Because I really wanted to like the game.
Here's why I ended up negative:

The "Ash deck" concept sounds fun at first, but quickly turns out to be a dealbreaker. It forces you into small decks, unless you
play the overpowered discard archetype - which proftis from having specific cards in the ash pile... sounds legit.
Every other deck is struggling to retrieve key cards AND heal after combat.

Every pick you make to overcome momentary or situational obstacles bloats your deck even more, which adds to the
aforementioned problem. While this problem is in theory solveable through NPC services, you will hit a wall there quite fast.
Because those services need upgrades, which need resources. Besides the resources being scarce, the upgrades are absurdely
pricey. So no remove-that-card-from deck for you. Something that is a given in ANY deck-builder is heavily gated here. As are
some other core services.

Would all be fine if the gameplay felt nice. Which is doesn't. You have 5 Mana, and you will stay at 5 Mana. Considering that
most cards cost between 2 and 3 Mana, you will never ever play more than one or two cards per turn. Which feels sluggish at
best. I played a lot of Magic, StS, Yugi-Oh, Hearthstone.... I know those control-type decks which play this way. But ALL those
games offer faster paced styles if you can build them. Not here. Adding to that, you usually play yur highest damage cards,
descending. Lacking any kind of defense or interruption cards, you usually don't even care for the enemies play; aside a few,
very welcome exceptions.

I could say more, but then this would turn into it's own book.

TL;DR: Slay the Spire. Better, more fun. Save money on this one.. Not relevant to the game.
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